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OVERVIEW  

1.  Overview  

The Weighlog 200 is intended for use on industrial and agricultural loading shovels, 
fore-end loaders, back-hoe loaders, (loader side only), tipping trailers and tipping 
trucks.  

It measures, displays and records the net weight lifted, normally based on sensing 
the lift system hydraulic pressure. Pressure sensing is problematic on certain types 
of equipment due to the design of the hydraulic system. In these instances strain 
sensing technology may be used instead. The Weighlog 200 also has lift speed 
compensation to improve accuracy when weighing dynamically.  

The instrument has an illuminated 4-digit LCD display, 5 front panel switches, an 
external Load Enter Button, and an internal audible alarm. An external audible 
alarm is optional. The instrument is normally powered on via the ignition circuit and 
recalls the function selected when last used.  

There are 5 individual display channels available. These can be calibrated for up to 
5 different loader attachments, different trailers or different commodities. Each 
channel will display the net bucket weight lifted at any time. If required the bucket 
weight can be added to the total for the channel in use and will also be added to the 
TOTAL channel, which accumulates weight from all of the five channels.  

The instrument can be configured to automatically print each bucket weight entered, 
or individual load total when the instrument is zeroed for the next load. Also, you can 
at any time print out the accumulated total for channel 1 to 5, and the Grand Total 
(channel 6).  

For each channel you can:  

 Adjust the Weight Calibration Factor  

 Set either Static or Dynamic Weighing Mode.  

 Set the Zero Weight.  

 Display and add the bucket weight to the sub-total.  

 Receive audible alarm confirmation of the zero and load entering.  

 Print the last bucket weight automatically  

 Print an accumulated total  

 Reset the accumulated total (and automatically print a summary)  
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OVERVIEW  

Programming Modes  

There are 3 programming modes with various calibration factors and default 
settings. Many of these settings are made on installation and do not normally need 
to be changed unless the instrument is moved on to a different loader. The operator 
does not normally need to access the programming modes.  

CAL Mode 1 is for weight calibration. The instrument is calibrated independently for 
each channel 1 to 5 (e.g. each channel can be dedicated to suit a particular 
attachment or commodity). Channel 6 is used to program the Overload Alarm.  

CAL Mode 2 covers Speed Compensation Factors, Static weight readout, Manual 
weighing (using the REF button), Time, Date, and Units selection.  

CAL Mode 3 is for Printer Setup.  

NOTE:  With careful operation, system accuracy can be as good as ± 1 of full load although 
± 2 is more common in practice.  

Weighlog readings are not suitable as a legal basis for the sale of goods.  
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 1. OVERVIEW  

2  The Control Switches  

There are five switches on the front panel used individually or in combination to 
program, set, reset or select a function.  
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OVERVIEW  

2.1  Display Units  

The instrument can display up to 9999 (ton). If you prefer to work in Ibs units, this 
option is selectable from the program mode.  

When set to the "USA" readout option, the display will read up to 9990 Ibs rounded 
to the nearest 10 Ibs. Above this threshold (e.g. when displaying any of the totals) 
the display will alternate between "Ibs x 1000" and any remainder. Therefore, the 
instrument can display up to 99,990 Ibs  

For example, for a total of 22,563 Ibs the display will alternate between:  

 

 

 

2.2  Machine requirements  

The Weigh log translates pressure (or strain) to weight by means of a calibration 
factor programmed into the instrument. The accuracy of the system depends to 
some extent on the following:  

2. Operating Temperature : Always allow the machine and the hydraulics to warm up 
to the normal operating temperature before commencing weighing.  

3. Weighing on level ground : Avoid weighing when on a slope or a side slope. 
Wherever possible weigh on a level area.  

4. Vehicle movement : Best results are obtained when weighing while the vehicle is 
stationary. It is important that the load does not bounce or jerk as it is lifted.  

5. Maintenance: Keep your machine maintained in good condition. Things like 
excessively worn bushings, pivot pins and slideways, as well as lack of lubrication 
to these areas can have an adverse effect on weighing accuracy.  

NOTE:  After any major servicing particularly if you have replaced worn components or 
carried out welding repairs, you should re-calibrate the weighing system. If the 
hydraulic system has been drained and re-filled you should also check for any air 
which may have become trapped at the pressure sensor.  
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OVERVIEW  

2.3  Lifting procedure  

The correct lifting procedure is especially important for dynamic weighing. The load 
should be lifted smoothly and consistently through the weighing position. The best 
procedure is as follows:  

1. Having picked up the load, crowd (roll) the bucket right back as far as it will go.  

2. Pull the lift lever right back with the engine at idle.  

3. Increase engine revs to the "weighing speed" and lift smoothly without bouncing or 
jerking. Ensure that you lift at the weighing speed as you pass through the 
reference position (dynamic weighing).  
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PRELIMINARY SETTINGS  
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Figure 11  
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WEIGHING  
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Figure 19  

 

Figure 20  
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CALIBRATlON  
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CALIBRATlON  

NOTE 1:  

Fast lifts are normally the fastest lift speed of the machine. If not, both the 

fast zero and fast load lifts should be carried out at exactly the same 

speeds for a successful Autocal.  

NOTE 2:  

A full bucket must be used so that the software can calculate the difference 

between an empty bucket and a full bucket. Using a few hundred kilos only 

as a test load will result in a poor Autocal.  
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 8. CALIBRATlON  
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